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ABSTRACT 
 
In this work, we have proposed the development of a digital reactivity meter in order to monitor subcriticality 
continuously during criticality approach in a PWR.  A subcritical reactivity meter can provide an easy prediction 
of the estimated critical point prior to reactor criticality, without complicated hand calculation. Moreover, in 
order to reduce the interval of the Physics Tests from the economical point of view, a subcritical reactivity meter 
can evaluate the control rod worth from direct subcriticality measurement. In other words, count rate of Source 
Range (SR) detector recorded during the criticality approach could be used for subcriticality evaluation or 
control rod worth evaluation. Basically, a digital reactivity meter is based on the inverse solution of the kinetic 
equations of a reactor with the external neutron source in one-point reactor model. There are some difficulties in 
the direct application of a digital reactivity meter to the subcriticality measurement. When the Inverse Kinetic 
method is applied to a sufficiently high power level or to a core without an external neutron source, the neutron 
source term may be neglected. When applied to a lower power level or in the sub-critical domain, however, the 
source effects must be taken in account. Furthermore, some treatments are needed in using the count rate of 
Source Range (SR) detector as input signal to the digital reactivity meter. To overcome these difficulties, we 
have proposed a digital reactivity meter combined with a methodology of the modified Neutron Source 
Multiplication (NSM) method with correction factors for subcriticality measurements in PWR. 
 
 

1. INTRODUCTION 
 
Reactor physics tests are carried out at the startup after refueling the commercial Pressurized 
Water Reactors (PWRs). Before and during the tests, there are two important items related to 
reactivity measurements. The first item is related to the subcritical measurements during the 
criticality approach in a PWR [1]. For a nuclear criticality safety, it is very important to 
monitor a subcriticality, i.e., (1−keff)/keff accurately and to keep it below a prescribed limit for 
preventing unexpected reactivity insertions. In a PWR the criticality approach is widely 
monitored through a global quantity calculation, the 1/M curve profile, which is 
experimentally determined by source range detectors in the sub-critical condition. In order to 
speed up the PWR criticality approach, we intend to develop an on-line digital subcritical 
reactivity meter [2] which will be able to substitute the 1/M methodology. From the 
economical point of view, the time necessary for the physical tests can be significantly 
reduced and the accuracy in the critical conditions improved. 
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Another important item in the reactor physics tests is the control rod worth measurement. For 
the control rod worth measurement, the boron dilution method is conventionally used. 
However, the Dynamic Rod Worth Measurement (DRWM) [3] without boron adjustment has 
been widely adopted in reactor physics tests at hot zero power condition. Again, in order to 
reduce the interval of the tests, one of the methods is to evaluate the control rod worth from 
subcriticality measurement. More precisely, a digital subcritical reactivity meter that uses 
neutron count rate data obtained during the control rod drop testing, which is carried out 
before the reactor physics tests at hot zero power condition, can estimate each control rod 
worth. In such a way, the following reactor physics tests could be performed with the 
advanced knowledge of each control rod worth and procedures for detailed control rod worth 
measurement could be simplified or eliminated from the reactor physics tests. If such method 
is possible, the measurement using the boron dilution method or the DRWM can be 
eliminated. From these points of view, the subcriticality measurement using a digital 
reactivity meter has been investigated.  
 
A digital reactivity meter can continuously give real time reactivity using the simple onepoint 
reactor kinetics equations [4]. However it has not been used directly as a subcriticality 
monitor for the following reasons. Firstly, the applicability of the inverse point reactor 
kinetics equations to a system where the neutron flux distribution is dependent on the 
subcriticality has not been confirmed. Secondly, in the environment where subcriticality is 
measured, it is normally expected that the neutron flux level is quite low. Therefore the 
fluctuation of the neutron signal is quite large, which makes the calculation of reactivity 
using the inverse kinetics equations difficult. Finally, in order to solve the inverse kinetics 
equations for a subcritical system, it is necessary to know strength of the neutron source of 
the system accurately. But this is usually quite difficult to do.  
 
This work intends to overcome these difficulties and develop a digital reactivity meter 
combined with a methodology of the modified Neutron Source Multiplication (NSM) method 
[5] with correction factors for subcriticality measurements in PWR. 
 
 

2. THE INVERSE KINETICS METHOD WITH EXTERNAL NEUTRON SOURCE 
 
The Inverse Kinetics (IK) equation [2,4] with external neutron source for discrete time series 
data can be expressed as follow: 
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ρj is the reactivity at time j, nj the reactor power or neutron signal at time j that is proportional 
to the reactor power, Ci,j the precursor density of delayed neutrons of group i at time j, S the 
external neutron source strength, Λ the prompt neutron generation time, and ∆t the time 
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interval. The constants βi and λi are the fraction and decay constant of delayed neutron 
precursor of group i respectively and ∑ =

=
6

1i ieff ββ . Equation (1) can be derived from the 

reactor point kinetics equations assuming that the reactor power change for the interval of ∆t 
is as )exp()( 1 tntn jjj µ−= , where ( ) tnn jjj ∆= −1logµ . 
 
Considering the initial conditions of Ci,o=noβi/(λiΛ) and ρo=−ΛS/no when the reactor power is 
steady state at no, Eq. (1) provides a real time reactivity calculation for successive reactor 
power data. For operation at low power, for instance at start-up, the contribution of the 
neutron source must be explicitly taken into account. In the point kinetics model, this implies 
knowledge of a quantity proportional to the source strength S, which we shall call the source 
term and is represented as the last term of the right side of Eq. (1). The source term may be 
neglected at high power levels. The source term is directly related to the NSM method and 
the same corrections of this method should be applied for this term. 
 
 

3. CORRECTIONS APPLIED IN THE DIGITAL REACTIVITY METER 
 
In order to apply the IK equation in a digital subcritical reactivity meter, Naing et al. [1] 
defined three corrections factors in the source term of Eq. (1) and some modifications on the 
input detector signal. These improvements are described as follow.  
 
As mentioned in the previews section, the first correction is applied to the source term in Eq. 
(1). The digital reactivity meter is based on the one-point reactor kinetics equation. This 
implicitly assumes that the detector signal nj in Eq. (1) is directly related to the fundamental 
mode of the eigenvalue problem of the neutron diffusion equation. However, it actually 
contains higher harmonics as well. Moreover, it is also required to correct the effects from the 
disturbances in the distributions of neutron flux and importance field that are induced by 
locally strong reactivity additions. For the correction of these effects, the source term in Eq. 
(1) should be modified with three correction factors known as extraction correction factor, 
spatial correction factor and importance field correction factor. 
 
The second correction is related to the fluctuation of the source range neutron signal 
measured in subcritical system which is quite large because the neutron flux level is quite 
low. In this way, a low-pass filter of first order delay should be applied to minimize such 
fluctuation of neutron input. 
 
 

4. CONCLUSION 
 
The authors intend to develop a digital reactivity meter based on de IK equation with the 
modified Neutron Source Multiplication (NSM) method to the subcriticality measurement 
during criticality approach and physics tests in a PWR. The digital reactivity meter can 
reduce the interval of the tests from the economical point of view.  
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